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FAST SUBSPACE PROJECTION OF DESCRIPTOR PATCHES FOR IMAGE

RECOGNITION

BACKGROUND

Claim of Priority under 35 U.S.C. §119

[0001] The present Application for Patent claims priority to U.S. Provisional

Applications No. 61/265,950 entitled "Fast Subspace Projection of Descriptor Patches

for Image Recognition", filed December 2, 2009, and No. 61/412,759 entitled "Fast

Descriptor Extraction in Scale-Space", filed November 11, 2010, both assigned to the

assignee hereof and hereby expressly incorporated by reference herein.

Field

[0002] One feature relates to computer vision, and more particularly, to methods and

techniques for improving recognition and retrieval performance, processing, and/or

compression of images.

Background

[0003] Various applications may benefit from having a machine or processor that is

capable of identifying objects in a visual representation (e.g., an image or picture). The

field of computer vision attempts to provide techniques and/or algorithms that permit

identifying objects or features in an image, where an object or feature may be

characterized by descriptors identifying one or more keypoints. These techniques and/or

algorithms are often also applied to face recognition, object detection, image matching,

3-dimensional structure construction, stereo correspondence, and/or motion tracking,

among other applications. Generally, object or feature recognition may involve

identifying points of interest (also called keypoints) in an image for the purpose of

feature identification, image retrieval, and/or object recognition. Preferably, the

keypoints may be selected and/or processed such that they are invariant to image scale

changes and/or rotation and provide robust matching across a substantial range of

distortions, changes in point of view, and/or noise and changes in illumination. Further,

in order to be well suited for tasks such as image retrieval and object recognition, the

feature descriptors may preferably be distinctive in the sense that a single feature can be



correctly matched with high probability against a large database of features from a

plurality of target images.

[0004] After the keypoints in an image are detected and located, they may be

identified or described by using various descriptors. For example, descriptors may

represent the visual features of the content in images, such as shape, color, texture,

rotation, and/or motion, among other image characteristics. A descriptor may represent

a keypoint and the local neighborhood around the keypoint. The goal of descriptor

extraction is to obtain robust, noise free representation of the local information around

keypoints. This may be done by projecting the descriptor to a noise free Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) subspace. PCA involves an orthogonal linear

transformation that transforms data (e.g., keypoints in an image) to a new coordinate

system such that the greatest variance by any projection of the data comes to lie on the

first coordinate (called the first principal component), the second greatest variance on

the second coordinate (second principal component), and so on. However, such

projection to PCA subspace requires computationally complex inner products with high-

dimensional projection vectors.

[0005] The individual features corresponding to the keypoints and represented by the

descriptors are matched to a database of features from known objects. Therefore, a

correspondence searching system can be separated into three modules: keypoint

detector, feature descriptor, and correspondence locator. In these three logical modules,

the descriptor's construction complexity and dimensionality have direct and significant

impact on the performance of the feature matching system. A variety of descriptors have

been proposed with each having different advantages. Scale invariant feature transform

(SIFT) opens a 12σ x 12σ patches aligned with the dominant orientation in the

neighborhood and sized proportional to the scale level of the detected keypoint σ. The

gradient values in this region are summarized in a 4 x 4 cell with 8 bin orientation

histograms in each cell. PCA-SIFT showed that gradient values in the neighborhood can

be represented in a very small subspace.

[0006] Most of the descriptor extraction procedures agree on the advantages of the

dimensionality reduction to eliminate the noise and improve the recognition accuracy.

However, large computational complexity associated with projecting the descriptors to a

low dimensional subspace prevents its practical usage. For instance, PCA-SIFT patch

size is 39 x 39, which results in a 2 *392 dimensional projection vectors considering the

gradient values in x and y direction. Hence, each descriptor in the query image requires



2 *392 * d multiplications and additions for a projection to a d-dimensional subspace.

While this may not generate significant inefficiency for powerful server-side machines,

it may be a bottleneck in implementations with limited processing resources, such as

mobile phones.

[0007] Such feature descriptors are increasingly finding applications in real-time

object recognition, 3D reconstruction, panorama stitching, robotic mapping, video

tracking, and similar tasks. Depending on the application, transmission and/or storage of

feature descriptors (or equivalent) can limit the speed of computation of object detection

and/or the size of image databases. In the context of mobile devices (e.g., camera

phones, mobile phones, etc.) or distributed camera networks, significant communication

and processing resources may be spent in descriptors extraction between nodes. The

computationally intensive process of descriptor extraction tends to hinder or complicate

its application on resource-limited devices, such as mobile phones.

[0008] Therefore, there is a need for a way to quickly and efficiently generate local

feature descriptors.

SUMMARY

[0009] The following presents a simplified summary of one or more embodiments in

order to provide a basic understanding of some embodiments. This summary is not an

extensive overview of all contemplated embodiments, and is intended to neither identify

key or critical elements of all embodiments nor delineate the scope of any or all

embodiments. Its sole purpose is to present some concepts of one or more embodiments

in a simplified form as a prelude to the more detailed description that is presented later.

[0010] A method and device are provided for generating a feature descriptor. A set of

pre-generated sparse projection vectors is obtained. The sparse projection vectors may

be generated independent of the image. Each sparse projection vector may be

constrained to scales of a smoothening kernel for the image. Each of the sparse

projection vectors may serve to maximize or minimize an objective function. The

objective function may be a maximization of an autocorrelation matrix for pixel

information across a plurality of scale levels for a training set of images. A sparse

projection vector may include a majority of zero elements and a plurality of non-zero

elements. The non-zero elements are obtained by a variance maximization procedure.

[0011] A scale space for an image is also obtained, where the scale space having a

plurality scale levels. A descriptor for a keypoint in the scale space is then generated

based on a combination of the sparse projection vectors and sparsely sampled pixel



information for a plurality of pixels across the plurality of scale levels. The pixel

information may include gradient information for each pixel within a patch associated

the keypoint. The plurality of pixels may be associated with a patch for the keypoint.

The plurality of pixels may be selected at pre-determined locations corresponding to

non-zero coefficients for the sparse projection vectors. The patch may have a

dimension of m pixels by n pixels, and the keypoint descriptor is generated with fewer

operations than the m*n dimension of the patch.

[0012] To obtain the pixels, a keypoint may be obtained from the scale space for the

image and a patch is then obtained for the keypoint, where the patch includes the

plurality of pixels.

[0013] The plurality of sparse projection vectors may define a set of non-zero scaling

coefficients, each non-zero scaling coefficient being associated with a corresponding

pixel location within the patch.

[0014] The descriptor may be generated by combining a plurality of descriptor

components, each descriptor component generated by: (a) identifying pixel locations

based on the non-zero scaling coefficient locations for a first sparse projection vector;

and/or (b) multiplying a value of the pixel location from the patch with the

corresponding non-zero scaling coefficient for the first sparse projection vector and add

the resulting values together to obtain a first descriptor component. Additional

descriptor components may be obtained for the remaining plurality of sparse projection

vectors to obtain a additional descriptor components, wherein the first descriptor

component and additional descriptor components are combined as a vector to obtain the

keypoint descriptor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] Various features, nature, and advantages may become apparent from the

detailed description set forth below when taken in conjunction with the drawings in

which like reference characters identify correspondingly throughout.

[0016] FIG. 1 (comprising FIGS. 1A, IB, and 1C) are block diagrams illustrating the

various stages for generating and using fast subspace sparse projection vectors in object

recognition.

[0017] FIG. 2 illustrates Gaussian scale space generation in an exemplary image

processing stage.

[0018] FIG. 3 illustrates feature detection in the exemplary image processing stage.



[0019] FIG. 4 illustrates feature descriptor extraction in the exemplary image

processing stage.

[0020] FIG. 5 illustrates how PCA-SIFT descriptors may be obtained.

[0021] FIG. 6 (comprising FIGS. 6A and 6B) illustrates an example of how a sparse

PCA-SIFT algorithm may be performed.

[0022] FIG. 7 (comprising FIGS. 7A, 7B, and 7C) illustrates a process for estimating

or generating a sparse projection vector.

[0023] FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary algorithm for iteratively generating a sparse

projection matrix using sparse PCA-SIFT.

[0024] FIG. 9 illustrates a Gaussian scale-space pyramid having a plurality of octaves,

each octave having a plurality of scale levels.

[0025] FIG. 10 (comprising FIGS. 10A and 10B) illustrates how feature descriptors

may be generated based on a sparse projection matrix.

[0026] FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary representation of a sparse projection matrix as

non-zero coefficients and their corresponding patch locations.

[0027] FIG. 12 illustrates a method for generating a feature descriptor by using

predefined sparse projection vectors.

[0028] FIG. 13 illustrates another method for generating a feature descriptor by using

predefined sparse projection vectors.

[0029] FIG. 14 illustrates a method for generating feature descriptors with fewer

operations than the dimensions of a patch that characterizes the feature.

[0030] FIG. 15 illustrates various views for the same test image, from which the

accuracy of a descriptor generated using a spare PCA-SIFT algorithm may be tested.

[0031] FIG. 16 illustrates an example of the matching accuracy of the descriptors

using SIFT, PCA-SIFT and Sparse PCA-SIFT, which are all obtained using the gradient

levels in x and y directions.

[0032] FIG. 17 is a table illustrating the comparative computational complexity of

SIFT, PCA-SIFT and Sparse PCA-SIFT algorithms.

[0033] FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrating an example of an image matching

device the may generate keypoint descriptors using sparse projection vectors.

[0034] FIG. 19 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary mobile device adapted to

perform image processing for purposes of image or object recognition.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0035] Various embodiments are now described with reference to the drawings,

wherein like reference numerals are used to refer to like elements throughout. In the

following description, for purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set

forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of one or more embodiments. It may

be evident, however, that such embodiment(s) may be practiced without these specific

details. In other instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in block

diagram form in order to facilitate describing one or more embodiments.

Exemplary Object Recognition Process

[0036] FIG. 1 (comprising FIGS. 1A, IB, and 1C) are block diagrams illustrating the

various stages for generating and using fast subspace sparse projection vectors in object

recognition.

[0037] FIG 1A is block diagram illustrating the estimation of sparse projection

vectors. A plurality of training images 107 may be obtained. For each image, scale

space generation 110 is performed to obtain a scale space pyramid (e.g., Gaussian scale

space pyramid). Feature/keypoint detection 112 may then be performed on the

generated scale space. Gradient patch pyramid extraction 115 is then performed

whereby, for each detected keypoint, a patch of gradients is extracted (e.g., around the

keypoint) from the scale space. Such a patch is typically re-oriented with respect to the

orientation (in plane rotation) of the dominant gradient in the patch, a commonly known

method of achieving rotation invariance. This process may be repeated for all training

images. Using the generated gradient patches for a plurality of keypoints in the training

images, a plurality of sparse projection vectors 117 is computed. Each of the sparse

projection vectors 117 may comprise a plurality of scaling coefficients having

corresponding patch locations. In one representation, the sparse projection vectors 117

may be organized as a sparse coefficient matrix, with each column of the sparse

coefficient matrix defining a sparse projection vector.

[0038] FIG. IB is a block diagram illustrating how a library of descriptors for a

database of images may be built based on the sparse projection vectors. Here, a

database of images 109 is obtained, scale spaces 111 are generated for each database

image, and features/keypoints are detected 113 from these scale spaces. Sparse feature

extraction 116 is then performed using the sparse projection vectors 117 to generate a

database of keypoint descriptors 121.



[0039] FIG. 1C is a block diagram illustrating the functional stages for performing

object recognition on a queried image by using sparse projection vectors. At an image

capture stage 102, a query image 108 may be captured or otherwise obtained. For

examples, the query image 108 may be captured by an image capturing device, which

may include one or more image sensors and/or an analog-to-digital converter, to obtain

a digital captured image. The image sensors (e.g., charge coupled devices (CCD),

complementary metal semiconductors (CMOS)) may convert light into electrons. The

electrons may form an analog signal that is then converted into digital values by the

analog-to-digital converter. In this manner, the image 108 may be captured in a digital

format that may define the image I(x, y), for example, as a plurality of pixels with

corresponding color, illumination, and/or other characteristics.

[0040] In an image processing stage 104, the captured image 108 is then processed by

generating a corresponding scale space 120 (e.g., Gaussian scale space), performing

feature/keypoint detection 122, and performing sparse feature extraction 126 based on

the sparse projection vectors 117 to obtain query descriptors 128. At an image

comparison stage 106, the query descriptors 128 are used to perform feature matching

130 with the database of known descriptors 121. Geometric verification or consistency

checking 132 may then be performed on keypoint matches (e.g., based on matching

descriptors) to ascertain correct feature matches and provide match results 134. In this

manner, a query image may be compared to, and/or identified from, a database of target

images 109.

[0041] FIG. 2 illustrates Gaussian scale space generation in an exemplary image

processing stage 104. A number of algorithms, such as Scale Invariant Feature

Transform (SIFT), have been developed to perform feature detection in images. A first

step towards detection of particular objects in an image is classifying the queried object

based on its local features. The goal is to identify and select features that are invariant

and/or robust to, for example, illumination, image noise, rotation, scaling, and/or small

changes in viewpoint. That is, matches between a query image and a comparison target

image should be found despite differences in illumination, image noise, rotation, scale,

and/or viewpoint between the two images. One way to do this is to perform extrema

detection (e.g., local maxima or minima) on patches of an image to identify highly

distinctive features (e.g., distinctive points, pixels, and/or regions in the image).

[0042] SIFT is one approach for detecting and extracting local features that are

reasonably invariant to changes in illumination, image noise, rotation, scaling, and/or



small changes in viewpoint. The image processing stage 104 for SIFT may include: (a)

scale-space extrema detection, (b) keypoint localization, (c) orientation assignment,

and/or (d) generation of keypoint descriptors. SIFT builds the descriptors as a histogram

of the gradients in the neighborhood of a keypoint. It should be clear that alternative

algorithms for feature detection and, subsequent feature descriptor generation, including

Speed Up Robust Features (SURF), Gradient Location and Orientation Histogram

(GLOH), Local Energy based Shape Histogram (LESH), Compressed Histogram of

Gradients (CHoG), among others, may also benefit from the features described herein.

[0043] To generate a scale space pyramid 202, a digital image I(x, y) 203 (FIG. 2) is

gradually smoothened/blurred to construct the scale space pyramid 202. Blurring

(smoothing) generally involves convolving the original image I(x, y) with a

blurring/smoothing function G(x, y, CG) at scale c<5 such that the scale space L(x, y, CG)

is defined as L(x, y, C = G(x, y, cc)*I(x, y). In one example, the scale space pyramid

may be a Gaussian scale space pyramid. Thus, the smoothing/blurring function G may

be a Gaussian kernel, c may denote the standard deviation of the Gaussian function G

that is used for blurring the image I(x, y). As multiplier c, is varied (c0 < Ci< c2< c3 <

c4), the standard deviation c varies and a gradual blurring/smoothing of the image I(x,

y) is obtained. Here, σ is the base scale variable (e.g., the width of the Gaussian kernel).

When the initial image I(x, y) is incrementally convolved with the Gaussian function G

to produce the blurred image scale spaces L, the blurred image scale spaces L are

separated by the constant factor c in the scale space. As the number of Gaussian blurred

(smoothened) image scale spaces L increase and the approximation provided for the

Gaussian pyramid 202 approaches a continuous space, the two scales also approach one

scale. In one example, the convolved image scale spaces L may be grouped by octave,

where an octave may correspond to a doubling of the value of the standard deviation σ.

Moreover, the values of the multipliers c (e.g., c0 < Ci< c2< c3 < c4), are selected such

that a fixed number of image scale spaces L are obtained per octave. Each octave of

scaling may correspond to an explicit image resizing. Thus, as the original image I(x,y)

is blurred/smoothened by the gradually blurring/smoothening function G, the number of

pixels is progressively reduced.

[0044] A differential scale space 204 (e.g., difference of Gaussian (DoG) pyramid)

may be constructed by computing the difference of any two consecutive blurred image

scale spaces in the pyramid 202. In the differential scale space 204, D(x, y, a) = L(x, y,



c < - L(x, y,
- 1

σ) . A differential image scale space D(x, y, σ) is the difference

between two adjacent smoothened/blurred images L at scales c and c _iG. The scale of

the differential scale space D(x, y, σ) lies somewhere between c and c _iG. The

images for the levels of the differential scale space 204 may be obtained from adjacent

blurred images per octave of the scale space 202. After each octave, the image may be

down-sampled by a factor of two (2) and then the process is repeated. In this manner an

image may be transformed into local features that are robust or invariant to translation,

rotation, scale, and/or other image parameters and/or distortions.

[0045] Once generated, the differential scale space 204 for a queried image may be

utilized for extrema detection to identify features of interest (e.g., identify highly

distinctive points in the image). These highly distinctive points are herein referred to as

keypoints. These keypoints may be identified by the characteristics of a patch or local

region surrounding each keypoint. A descriptor may be generated for each keypoint and

its corresponding patch, which can be used for comparison of keypoints between a

query image and stored target images. A "feature" may refer to a descriptor (i.e., a

keypoint and its corresponding patch). A group of features (i.e., keypoints and

corresponding patches) may be referred to as a cluster.

[0046] FIG. 3 illustrates feature detection in the exemplary image processing stage

104. In a feature detection, the differential scale space 204 (e.g., Difference of

Gaussian scale space) may be used to identify keypoints for the query image I(x, y).

Feature detection seeks to determine whether a local region or patch around a particular

sample point or pixel in the image is a potentially interesting patch (geometrically

speaking) and thus should be considered as a candidate for matching with the stored

features.

[0047] Generally, local maxima and/or local minima in the differential scale space 204

are identified and the locations of these maxima and minima are used as keypoint

locations in the differential scale space 204. In the example illustrated in FIG. 3, a

keypoint 308 has been identified with a patch 306. Finding the local maxima and

minima (also known as local extrema detection) may be achieved by comparing each

pixel (e.g., the pixel for keypoint 308) in the differential scale space 204 to its eight

neighboring pixels at the same scale and to the nine neighboring pixels (in adjacent

patches 310 and 312) in each of the neighboring scales on the two sides of the keypoint

408, for a total of 26 pixels (9x2+8=26). Here, the patches are defined as 3x3 pixel



regions. If the pixel value for the keypoint 306 is a maximum or a minimum among all

twenty-six (26) compared pixels in the patches 306, 310, and 312, then it is selected as a

keypoint. The keypoints may be further processed such that their location is identified

more accurately and some of the keypoints, such as the low contrast keypoints and edge

keypoints may be discarded.

[0048] FIG. 4 illustrates feature descriptor extraction in the exemplary image

processing stage 104. Generally, a feature (e.g., a keypoint and its corresponding patch)

may be represented by a descriptor, which allows for efficient comparison of the feature

(from a query image) to features stored in a database of target images. In one example

of feature descriptor extraction, each keypoint may be assigned one or more

orientations, or directions, based on the directions of the local image gradient. By

assigning a consistent orientation to each keypoint based on local image properties, the

keypoint descriptor can be represented relative to this orientation and therefore achieve

invariance to image rotation. Magnitude and direction calculations may be performed

for every pixel in the neighboring region around the keypoint 308 in the blurred image

scale space L and/or at the differential scale space. The magnitude of the gradient for

the keypoint 308 located at (x, y) may be represented as m(x, y) and the orientation or

direction of the gradient for the keypoint at location (x, y) may be represented as Γ(χ,

y). The scale of the keypoint is used to select the smoothed image, L, with the closest

scale to the scale of the keypoint 308, so that all computations are performed in a scale-

invariant manner. For each image sample, L(x, y), at this scale, the gradient magnitude,

m(x, y), and orientation, Γ(χ, y), are computed using pixel differences. For example the

magnitude m(x,y) may be computed as:

The direction or orientation Γ(χ, y) may be calculated as:

Here, L(x, y) is a sample of the Gaussian-blurred image L(x, y, σ), at scale σ which is

also the scale of the keypoint.



[0049] The gradients for the keypoint 308 may be calculated consistently either for the

plane in the scale space pyramid that lies above, at a higher scale, than the plane of the

keypoint in the differential scale space or in a plane of the scale space pyramid that lies

below, at a lower scale, than the keypoint. Either way, for each keypoint, the gradients

are calculated all at one same scale in a rectangular area (e.g., patch) surrounding the

keypoint. Moreover, the frequency of an image signal is reflected in the scale of the

blurred image. Yet, SIFT simply uses gradient values at all pixels in the patch (e.g.,

rectangular area). A patch is defined around the keypoint; sub-blocks are defined within

the block; samples are defined within the sub-blocks and this structure remains the same

for all keypoints even when the scales of the keypoints are different. Therefore, while

the frequency of an image signal changes with successive application of Gaussian

smoothing filters in the same octave, the keypoints identified at different scales may be

sampled with the same number of samples irrespective of the change in the frequency of

the image signal, which is represented by the scale.

[0050] To characterize a keypoint orientation, a vector of gradient orientations may be

generated (in SIFT) in the neighborhood of the keypoint 408 (using the Gaussian image

at the closest scale to the keypoint's scale). However, keypoint orientation may also be

represented by a gradient orientation histogram (see FIG. 4) by using, for example,

Compressed Histogram of Gradients (CHoG). The contribution of each neighboring

pixel may be weighted by the gradient magnitude and a Gaussian window. Peaks in the

histogram correspond to dominant orientations. All the properties of the keypoint may

be measured relative to the keypoint orientation, this provides invariance to rotation.

[0051] In one example, the distribution of Gaussian-weighted gradients may be

computed for each block, where each block is 2 sub-blocks by 2 sub-blocks for a total of

4 sub-blocks. To compute the distribution of the Gaussian-weighted gradients, an

orientation histogram with several bins is formed with each bin covering a part of the

area around the keypoint. For example, the orientation histogram may have 36 bins,

each bin covering 10 degrees of the 360 degree range of orientations. Alternatively, the

histogram may have 8 bins each covering 45 degrees of the 360 degree range. It should

be clear that the histogram coding techniques described herein may be applicable to

histograms of any number of bins. Note that other techniques may also be used that

ultimately generate a histogram.

[0052] Gradient distributions and orientation histograms may be obtained in various

ways. For example, a two-dimensional gradient distribution (dx, dy) (e.g., block 406) is



converted to a one-dimensional distribution (e.g., histogram 414). The keypoint 408 is

located at a center of a patch 406 (also called a cell or region) that surrounds the

keypoint 408. The gradients that are pre-computed for each level of the pyramid are

shown as small arrows at each sample location 408. As shown, 4x4 regions of samples

408 form a sub-block 410 and 2x2 regions of sub-blocks form the block 406. The block

406 may also be referred to as a descriptor window. The Gaussian weighting function is

shown with the circle 402 and is used to assign a weight to the magnitude of each

sample point 408. The weight in the circular window 402 falls off smoothly. The

purpose of the Gaussian window 402 is to avoid sudden changes in the descriptor with

small changes in position of the window and to give less emphasis to gradients that are

far from the center of the descriptor. A 2x2=4 array of orientation histograms 412 is

obtained from the 2x2 sub-blocks with 8 orientations in each bin of the histogram

resulting in a (2x2)x8=32 dimensional feature descriptor vector. For example,

orientation histograms 413 and 415 may correspond to the gradient distribution for sub-

block 410. However, using a 4x4 array of histograms with 8 orientations in each

histogram (8-bin histograms), resulting in a (4x4)x8 =128 element vector (i.e., feature

descriptor) for each keypoint may yield a better result. Note that other types of

quantization bin constellations (e.g., with different Voronoi cell structures) may also be

used to obtain gradient distributions.

[0053] As used herein, a histogram is a mapping that calculates the weighted sum of

observations, samples, or occurrences (e.g., gradients) that fall into various disjoint

categories known as bins, where the weights correspond to significance of the

observation (e.g., magnitude of the gradients, etc.). The graph of a histogram is merely

one way to represent a histogram.

[0054] The histograms from the sub-blocks may be concatenated to obtain a feature

descriptor vector for the keypoint. If the gradients in 8-bin histograms from 16 sub-

blocks are used, a 128 dimensional feature descriptor vector may result. The descriptor

may be normalized to gain invariance to illumination intensity variations, i.e.

for 16 weighted histograms where k corresponds to the ith bin value of

the jth sub-block.

[0055] In this manner, a descriptor may be obtained for each keypoint identified,

where such descriptor may be characterized by a location (x, y), an orientation, and a

descriptor of the distributions of the Gaussian-weighted gradients. Note that an image



may be characterized by one or more keypoint descriptors (also referred to as image

descriptors). Additionally, a descriptor may also include a location information (e.g.,

coordinates for the keypoint), a scale (e.g., Gaussian scale at with the keypoint was

detected), and other information such as a cluster identifier, etc.

[0056] Once descriptors have been obtained for keypoints identified in a query image,

a keypoint in the queried image 108 may be compared and/or matched to points in target

images to perform feature matching 122. For instance, a descriptor for the keypoint in

the queried image may be compared to one or more descriptors stored in a database of

target images (corresponding to keypoints in the database of target images) to find one

or more matches. This comparison may be a probabilistic comparison where a "match"

is successful if a keypoint in the queried image corresponds to a point in a target image

by at least a threshold amount or percentage (e.g., 75% match, 80% match, etc.). In this

manner, keypoints in a query image are matched to keypoints in a target image.

PCA-SIFT for Descriptor Extraction

[0057] Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a standard technique for

dimensionality reduction and has been applied to a broad class of computer vision

problems, including feature selection, object recognition, and face recognition. PCA-

SIFT shows that gradient values in the neighborhood of a keypoint can be projected to a

very small subspace obtained by PCA. As part of descriptor extraction, PCA may be

used to linearly transform the data (i.e., keypoints in an image) from a high-dimensional

space to a space of fewer dimensions. PCA performs a linear mapping of the data to a

lower dimensional space in such a way, that the variance of the data in the low-

dimensional representation is maximized.

[0058] To improve on SIFT descriptors, PCA-SIFT effectively changes the coordinate

system for the patch to a new coordinate system based on achieving the greatest

variance in the data set (i.e., keypoints within the image). PCA-SIFT involves an

orthogonal linear transformation that transforms data (e.g., pixels, keypoints, etc.) to a

new coordinate system such that the greatest variance by any projection of the data

comes to lie on the first coordinate (called the first principal component), the second

greatest variance on the second coordinate (second principal component), and so on.

Mathematically, a projection matrix may be obtained by: (a) obtaining a gradient vector

representing the horizontal and vertical gradients for each keypoint (e.g., gradient vector

size for patch = 39 pixel x 39 pixels x 2 gradient directions = 3042 dimensional



vectors), (b) combining the gradient vectors for all keypoint patches into a matrix A

(matrix dimension = k patches x 3042 vectors per patch), (c) calculate a covariance

matrix A of matrix A, (d) calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of covariance

matrix A, and (e) select the first n eigenvectors to obtain a projection matrix (which is n

x 3042). This process is often referred to as eigenvalue decomposition.

[0059] In descriptor extraction procedures, dimensionality reduction has the advantage

of reducing the noise and improving the matching accuracy. The PCA-SIFT algorithm

may extract the descriptors based on the local gradient patches around the keypoints.

PCA-SIFT can be summarized in the following steps: (1) pre-compute an eigenspace to

express the gradient images of local patches; (2) given a patch, compute its local image

gradient; (3) project the gradient image vector using the eigenspace to derive a compact

feature vector (i.e., descriptor). This feature vector (i.e., descriptor) is significantly

smaller than the standard SIFT feature vector (i.e., descriptor), and can be used with the

same matching algorithms. The Euclidean distance between two feature vectors (i.e.,

descriptor) is used to determine whether the two vectors correspond to the same

keypoint in different images. Distinctiveness of descriptors is measured by summing the

eigenvalues of the descriptors, obtained by the Principal Components Analysis of the

descriptors normalized by their variance. This corresponds to the amount of variance

captured by different descriptors, therefore, to their distinctiveness.

[0060] FIG. 5 illustrates how PCA-SIFT descriptors may be obtained. Like the

example for SIFT descriptors (FIGS. 3-4), an image I(x, y) 502 is convolved with one or

more Gaussian kernels G(x, y, σ ) 504 to obtain a plurality of scale spaces 506 (i.e., a

Gaussian pyramid). Here, the scale spaces 508, 510, and 512 are illustrated,

corresponding to different kernel scaling parameters σ0, σι, and σ2, respectively. For

local keypoint descriptors, PCA-SIFT uses the same inputs as the standard SIFT

descriptor (e.g., the sub-pixel location, scale, and dominant orientations of the

keypoint). In this example, a plurality of keypoints 514 have been detected across

different scale levels (and/or octaves). A patch 516 is defined around each keypoint 514.

A patch 518 may have a W x W dimension (e.g., 39 pixels by 39 pixels) and may be

extracted at a given scale, centered over a corresponding keypoint, and rotated to align

its dominant orientation to a canonical direction. A gradient matrix [gal , ga2, ga3, · · · , gaM]

520 may be obtained for each patch 518 and the gradient matrices are vectorized into a

matrix A 522. A covariance matrix X 524 of matrix X 522 is then generated. The

eigenvectors V 526 and eigenvalues A 528 for the covariance matrix X 524 are obtained



which can then be used to generate a projection matrix V 530 from the d largest

eigenvalues (i.e., largest variance).

[0061] Obtaining a PCA-SIFT descriptor typically requires taking the inner product

between a PCA basis (projection) vector V and an image patch Ipatc for a keypoint of

interest. In essence, the image patch Ipatc for the keypoint may be "projected" to a

higher scale where it is represented by a single point in that higher scale. A PCA basis

(projection) vector V may be represented as

where ι is a scaling coefficient, K(x x) is a Gaussian basis function (i.e., smoothing

kernel) at location x;, m are the number of locations sampled in the patch. The inner

product between the PCA basis vector V and the image patch Ipatc is given by

transposing the basis vector V and image patch Ipatc such that

[0062] Therefore, in one example, calculating the inner product between an image

patch I patc (e.g., image patch 514 or 516) and the PCA basis (projection) vector V is a

pixelwise operation requiring W2 multiplications and W2 additions.

[0063] PCA basis (projection) vectors are obtained from a training set of vectors and

the query descriptors are projected to this subspace. Let X = {xi, x2, X be N

training patches with is the dimensionality W x W of each patch

sampled around the keypoint. The covariance matrix of the patches is estimated as

the sample mean. The

eigenvectors of the covariance matrix provide the basis vectors which are sufficient to

represent all of the patch variations. The basis (projection) vectors are given by

is the eigenvector matrix,

Λ —{λ , λ , ..., λ ρ } is the diagonal matrix with the corresponding eigenvalues in

its diagonal. The goal in this decomposition is to extract a -dimensional subspace that

reduces the noise by maximizing the variance, where d = {1, 2, n}. This is given by



the eigenvectors that are associated with the largest d

eigenvalues. One way to select d is to keep -90% of the total variance in the data. A

descriptor q from a test image is projected onto the PCA subspace by

This requires dxp multiplications and dxp additions, where dxp = d x W2.

[0064] Implementation of PCA-SIFT may be hindered on platforms with limited

processing resources, such as mobile devices, due to the large computational costs

associated with PCA projections of descriptors to a low dimensional subspace,

exacerbated by the number of keypoints (can be in thousands). For instance, a PCA-

SIFT patch size (W x W) is 39 pixels x 39 pixels, which results in a 2 *392 dimensional

projection vectors considering the gradient values in x and y direction. Hence, each

descriptor in the query image requires 2 *392 * d multiplications and additions for a

projection to a d-dimensional subspace. While this may not generate significant

inefficiency for powerful server-side machines, it may be a bottleneck in

implementations with limited processing resources, such as mobile phones.

Fast Gradient-Based Descriptor Extraction in Scale-Space Using Sparse PCA-

SIFT

[0065] A sparse subspace projection algorithm is described for efficient extraction of

descriptors from local gradient patches. The descriptors are obtained by projecting the

local gradient patch to PCA subspace that is represented by sparse combinations of the

Gaussian basis functions. The standard deviation of the Gaussian basis functions is

selected from one of the differences of scales in the Gaussian scale-space pyramid.

Hence, projection of the patches to the PCA subspace can be obtained by simply

multiplying the sparse coefficients to the corresponding gradients in the scale-space.

[0066] A sparse PCA-SIFT algorithm is herein described that has a very low

computational complexity for projecting the test samples to the subspace. Rather than

computing the PCA basis vectors (i.e., PCA projection vector V 526 FIG. 5), PCA basis

vectors are instead obtained as sparse linear combinations of Gaussian basis functions,

whose standard deviations are selected from the scale level differences of the Gaussian

scale-space. This allows projecting a given patch onto the subspace by a sparse inner

product. The sparse PCA-SIFT algorithm can easily be extended to other feature

extraction techniques.



[0067] FIG. 6 (comprising FIGS. 6A and 6B) illustrates an example of how a sparse

PCA-SIFT algorithm may be performed. However, it should be clear that this process

may be extended and/or applied to other types of algorithms.

[0068] FIG. 6A illustrates an offline training procedure for a sparse PCA-SIFT

algorithm to obtain a sparse coefficient matrix. A library of training images 602 may be

convolved with a Gaussian kernel 604 at different scales to generate a Gaussian Scale-

Space 606 for each image. For each image, keypoints may be detected across a plurality

of scales 608, 610, and 612 and a patch 616 is defined around each keypoint. In this

example, a first keypoint 614 has been identified a corresponding patch 616 has been

defined around the keypoint 614. This patch 616 may be projected across multiple scale

levels of the scale space 606 to obtain local information for one or more corresponding

patches 617 above and/or one or more corresponding patches 615 below the keypoint

616. In the following, the salient information from a given patch is contained in a matrix

[gij] where the indices i and j are coordinates of the pixels in the patch. The

components of the matrix could be the pixel intensity values themselves or as illustrated

in the figures, they could denote the total gradient magnitude at each pixel, or more

generally, it can also represent the gradient values in the x and y directions. It should be

clear that the patch shape need not be square but can take other forms, such as

rectangular, circular, etc., so long as the same patch shape is subsequently used in

generating descriptors. Note that, in some examples, the gradient matrix may include

just information for the patch 616 at the same scale as the keypoint 614. In other

implementations, the gradient matrix may include information for corresponding

patches 615 and/or 617 at different scales. The plurality of gradient matrices 620 may

then be vectorized into a matrix X 622. A plurality of rows of matrix X 622 are then

selected (e.g., randomly selected) and their variance is maximized 624 to obtain a sparse

coefficient matrix 630. Because just a subset of the rows of Matrix X 622 are used for

variance maximization, only a few non-zero coefficients are generated for each

projection vector (i.e., column) of the sparse coefficient matrix 630. The remaining

coefficients in the sparse coefficient matrix are zero. Note that, in one example, each

coefficient in a column (i.e., projection vector) of the sparse coefficient matrix 630

corresponds to a location within a patch. Such location may be inherently identified by

the location of the coefficient within its column in the sparse coefficient matrix 630.

Alternatively, the location for each non-zero coefficient may be provided along with the

non-zero coefficients.



[0069] Once the sparse coefficient matrix 630 has been obtained, it may be used to

generate keypoint descriptors for both a library of images and a query image. The

coefficients in each column of the sparse coefficient matrix 630 represent a sparse

projection vector.

[0070] FIG. 6B illustrates a process for online generation of descriptors using Sparse

PCA-SIFT based on a sparse coefficient matrix. An image 644 (e.g., either a database

image or a query image) is convolved with a Gaussian kernel 642 to generate a

Gaussian scale-space 646 across a plurality of scales. One or more keypoints may then

be identified from the scale spaces 646. For each keypoint, a patch of surrounding pixels

(e.g., sample points) is generated. For each patch, a gradient vector 650 is generated for

the patch, where the gradient vector may include the magnitude of a gradient for each of

the points in the patch. In this example, the patch may be 39x39 pixels (e.g., points) and

so the gradient vector [ g i . . . g39, 3 ] 650 may include 1521 elements. As previously

noted, only some of the coefficients in the sparse coefficient matrix are non-zero. In

this example, the non-zero coefficients are (X2 , (X50, 88 143 For these non-zero

coefficients, the corresponding gradient magnitude value (i.e., corresponding to the

same location in the patch) is obtained. In this example, the locations 652 for gradients

gi,2, g2,n, g3 ,2o, g4,26 have been identified to correspond to the non-zero coefficients 654.

For each column of the sparse coefficient matrix, each of the non-zero coefficients is

multiplied by the corresponding gradient and the results are added together on a per

column basis to obtain a plurality of descriptor components 656. The plurality of

descriptor components are combined into a vector to obtain the keypoint descriptor 658.

This process may be repeated for a plurality of keypoints to obtain a plurality of

corresponding descriptors for the image 644. Note that in this example the patch around

the keypoint is defined at a single scale level. In general multiple patches across

multiple scales around the keypoint can be used as shown in patches 615, 616, and 617.

Exemplary Process for Generating Sparse Projection Vectors

[0071] FIG. 7 (comprising FIGS. 7A, 7B, and 7C) illustrates a process for estimating

or generating a sparse projection vector. A plurality of training images 702a, 702b, and

702c may be obtained. For each keypoint detected in those images, a patch is built

around the keypoint. A gradient matrix is obtained for each patch which is represented

as a matrix 704, where each element g of the matrix may represent a magnitude for each



corresponding sample, point, or pixel in the n x n patch (e.g., n=39). Note that each

gradient matrix 704 may be constructed or arranged such that the position of each

element g has a predictable or known location within its corresponding patch. The

plurality of gradient matrices 704 (which may represent patches for a plurality of

training images) may then be vectorized into a Matrix X 706. A plurality of k rows

from Matrix X 706 may then be randomly or non-randomly selected as illustrated in

matrix 706'. In this example, k=4 and rows 707a, 707b, 707c, and 707d have been

selected. Variance across the selected rows of Matrix X 706 is then maximized 708 to

obtain a sparse coefficient matrix 710. The coefficients in the sparse coefficient matrix

710 are selected to achieve maximum variance.

[0072] In one implementation, only a few coefficients in each column of the sparse

coefficient matrix 710 are non-zero coefficients. The remaining coefficients may be

zero. Exemplary sparse coefficient matrix 712 only shows those components that are

non-zero. Additionally, in some implementations, the number of columns in the sparse

coefficient matrix 710 may be truncated to d columns (e.g., d=200 columns). Each of

the resulting columns of the sparse coefficient matrix may be a sparse projection vector,

which may span a patch. For instance, a column (containing n2 elements) of the sparse

coefficient matrix 710 may be mapped to an n x n patch 714 as illustrated.

[0073] In various implementations, the sparse coefficient matrix 710 may be generated

across a plurality of patches at different levels of an image scale space. Thus, for each

additional scale space level, additional rows may be added to matrix 710 or additional

matrices may be generated.

[0074] FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary algorithm for iteratively generating a sparse

projection matrix using sparse PCA-SIFT. A matrix of gradients X is obtained for a set

of N patches 802. An autocorrelation matrix S is obtained for the matrix of gradients X

such that S= (1/N)XXT 804. The autocorrelation matrix S may define a relation between

each dimension of the patches. The autocorrelation matrix S for the matrix X of N

atches may be given by:

where x represents a vector for each training patch.

[0075] Note that the basis vectors for the autocorrelation matrix S can be obtained by

the eigenvalue decomposition SV = VA, where V and A are the eigenvector and the



corresponding eigenvalue matrices. From Equation 4 it is observed that a PCA basis

(projection) vector may be represented as V= K(xi, x)a. To obtain eigenvectors based

on Gaussian basis functions, basis vectors are obtained from a smoothing kernel matrix

K, i.e. V = K , where a is a sparse coefficient vector. K is defined as the n x n matrix

with row i and column j , such that

and each column j corresponds to a Gaussian function defined at the corresponding

pixel location x and σ is the standard deviation of the kernel, i.e., for

different kernel scaling parameters σι and σ2.

[0076] This kernel matrix K of Equation 6 is very powerful, since it can construct a

large number of functions over the image domain by simply forming linear

combinations of its columns. Furthermore, the correlation with a column of the kernel

matrix K can simply be obtained by a pixel value at a higher scale level in the Gaussian

scale space pyramid since the image was already been convolved with the kernel matrix

K. To do this, the kernel parameter σ may be selected from one of the scale-level

differences of the Gaussian scale-space pyramid. Note that, since most of the descriptor

based procedures build the Gaussian scale-space pyramid in advance, obtaining the

correlation with a Gaussian basis function comes for free (i.e., no additional processing

is needed).

[0077] In order to obtain this correlation, the set of possible σ selections may be

constrained with the scale differences of the Gaussian scale-space levels. FIG. 9

illustrates a Gaussian scale-space pyramid 902 having a plurality of octaves, each octave

having a plurality of scale levels. The scale levels may be given by

where o is the octave level, k is the scale level within an octave and s is the number of

scale levels within each octave. If a keypoint is detected at level ( 0, ko) then the

Gaussian basis function standard deviation should be for the unresized patch

opened around the keypoint. Instead of correlating the patch with these basis functions,



a hi her scale level of the pyramid is used, e.g. o , k\) with o\ > 0, and/or k\ > ko.

ives the possible set of scales:

such that o\ > o and/or k\ > ko. This means that, if a sub-space projection vector can be

calculated using the linear combination of the Gaussian basis functions with these

standard deviations σ, the computation of the image response to this vector is reduced to

a sampling of the corresponding locations in the scale-space.

[0078] The basis vectors of the autocorrelation matrix S may be given by SK =Καλ .

Multiplying both sides of the equation with the smoothing kernel matrix K turns the

problem into a generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem, KSK = Κ αλ. The goal

is to find a sparse set of coefficients a for the Gaussian basis functions. In other words,

the cardinality of the non-zero coefficient elements a, card(a≠ 0), needs to be much

smaller than its dimensionality. Finding the optimal number of non-zero coefficient

elements a and their values is known to be a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard

problem. Many approximations are defined in the literature which minimize a penalty

term that is a very loose upper bound on the cardinality of a, such as L-l norm | \a\ |.

[0079] Referring again to the method in FIG. 8, one example for obtaining the non

zero coefficient elements a is illustrated. The variance of matrix S may iteratively

maximized for a plurality of random locations in each patch. An iterative process may

be used to generate a plurality of sparse projection vectors a 1 (a vector with n2

components) that make up a sparse coefficient matrix A (where A = [a 1, a 1]). At

each iteration (i = 1 to d, number of basis vectors), several candidate vectors a 1 are

randomized by randomly selecting the number and positions of the non-zero coefficients

a . This may be done by calculating the eigenvector and eigenvalue that maximizes

variance of the autocorrelation matrix S in the subspace spanned by the coefficients

such that: 0 num er 0 f randomizations 810.

[0080] The current eigenvector a1= armax that has the maximum variance over all the

randomizations is selected such that:



[0081] The eigenvector a 1 with the largest variance is thus selected and the

eigenvector a 1 is normalized such that

[0082] Each of these normalized eigenvectors may then be added to the sparse

coefficient matrix A = [a 1, a d]) 816.

[0083] For each iteration (where i≠ l), the autocorrelation matrix S is projected to a

nullspace for a previous vector subspace such that:

808.

[0084] Having obtained the sparse coefficient matrix A = {a 1, ad}, a projection

matrix V is then given by multiplying with the kernel matrix K, i.e. V = KA. A patch q

from a query image can be projected to the subspace by q¾A. Since q K is equivalent

to Gaussian convolution of the patch q and is given by the higher levels of the scale-

space, the patch q can be projected to the subspace by multiplying the non-zero

elements of the sparse coefficient matrix A with the corresponding pixels sampled from

the scale-space.

Exemplary Process for Generating Descriptors by Using Sparse Projection Vectors

[0085] FIG. 10 (comprising FIGS. 10A and 10B) illustrates how feature descriptors

may be generated based on a sparse projection matrix. Here, a sparse projection matrix

A 1002 has been obtained offline (as illustrated in FIG. 7). In this example, a first

projection vector (i.e., first column) includes the non-zero coefficients

These coefficients may be mapped to an n x n patch 1004 as illustrated (e.g.,

n=39).

[0086] For a query image, a keypoint 1007 may be obtained and a patch 1006 is built

around the keypoint 1007. Here, the gradients g around the keypoint 1007 are

illustrated for the query patch. Each gradient g may be a magnitude associated with

each point or pixel in the patch. A plurality of descriptor components Dcompi 1008

may be generated by multiplying the magnitude g and corresponding coefficient a .

Here, the location of the non-zero coefficients a are known from the sparse coefficient

matrix 1002. Therefore, just the gradient magnitudes at the corresponding locations in

the patch 1006 (for non-zero coefficients a ) need be used. Each descriptor component

Dcomp may be the combination (e.g., sum) of the non-zero coefficients and



corresponding gradient magnitudes g, such that

i 43* g ,5. This is repeated for all columns or a plurality of columns of the sparse

projection matrix 1002 using the corresponding non-zero coefficients. A descriptor

vector 1010 may then be built by concatenating the descriptor components Dcomp.

[0087] Therefore, according to one example, each feature/keypoint descriptor 1012

may comprise a plurality of descriptor elements/components [DcompV, Dcomp m,

Dcomp m, Dcomp d
m], where each element for an sample

point Ii, where IX(i) is the corresponding non-zeros coefficient index. The location(s) of

one or more sample points for each patch are the corresponding locations for the

coefficients 'j (found during offline training).

[0088] It should be noted that the sparse coefficient matrix may be represented in a

number of different ways. In the example illustrated in FIG. 10, the patch location is

implicit in the position of each In particular, given that only a subset of coefficients are

non-zero coefficients, the size of the sparse coefficient matrix may be reduced by

providing just the non-zero coefficients and their corresponding patch locations.

[0089] FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary representation of a sparse projection matrix as

non-zero coefficients 1102 and their corresponding patch locations 1104. Here, a patch

identifier may be used to correlate a non-zero coefficient and a patch location. Here,

each element a''k may be vector of coefficients

where s is the number of selected non-zero coefficients. The average non-zero

coefficients per projection vector may be, for example, s = {4, 5.63, 9.41}. For each

element a''k, a corresponding location vector IXi,k(j) s provided, where IXi,kG) gives the

corresponding location vector of the corresponding patch (i) for the dimensionality (k)

and sample (j) (e.g., coordinates) [IXi,i(j),. . . IXm,d(j)] for j=l,2,. ..,s.

[0090] Note that the sparse coefficient matrix A 1002 (FIG. 10) may be represented in

various other equivalent forms, such as a list of scaling coefficients and/or positions,

one or more scaling coefficient and position tables, and/or a combination of vectors,

matrices, and/or tables.

Exemplary Process for Generating Descriptors by Using Sparse Projection Vectors

[0091] FIG. 12 illustrates a method for generating a feature descriptor by using

predefined sparse projection vectors. A set of pre-generated sparse projection vectors

may be obtained 1202. A scale space for an image is then obtained, where the scale



space has a plurality scale levels 1204. Then, a descriptor for a keypoint in the scale

space may be generated based on a combination of the sparse projection vectors and

sparsely sampled pixel information for a plurality of pixels across the plurality of scale

levels 1206. The pixel information may include gradient information for each pixel

within a patch associated the keypoint. The plurality of pixels may be selected at pre

determined locations corresponding to non-zero coefficients for the sparse projection

vectors.

[0092] The sparse projection vectors may be generated independent of the image (e.g.,

prior to having knowledge of which image is being processed). In one example, each

sparse projection vector may be constrained to scales of a smoothening kernel for the

image. A sparse projection vector may include a majority of zero elements and a

plurality of non-zero elements. The non-zero elements are obtained by a variance

maximization procedure.

[0093] In various implementations, each of the sparse projection vectors maximize or

minimize an objective function. For instance, the objective function is maximization of

an autocorrelation matrix for pixel information across a plurality of scale levels for a

training set of images.

[0094] FIG. 13 illustrates another method for generating a feature descriptor by using

predefined sparse projection vectors. A pre-generated set of non-zero scaling

coefficients representing a plurality of sparse projection vectors may be obtained, where

each scaling coefficient being associated with a corresponding location within a patch

1302. For example, such sparse projection vectors may be obtained as illustrated in

FIGS. 7 and 8. Such sparse projection vectors may be calculated offline, may be part of

a sparse coefficient matrix, and/or may be constrained to the scales of a smoothening

kernel for the image. A keypoint may then be obtained for an image 1304. Note that the

sparse projection vectors may be independent of the image. For example, the projection

vectors may be generated based on a training set of images that exclude the image. A

patch may then be obtained or defined for the keypoint 1306. A descriptor for the

keypoint may then be generated based on a plurality of descriptor components. Each

descriptor component generated by the following process. Sample point locations for

the patch are identified based on the non-zero scaling coefficient locations for a first

sparse projection vector 1308. A magnitude/value of each identified sample point

location from the patch is multiplied (or otherwise combined) with the corresponding

non-zero scaling coefficient for the first sparse projection vector and the resulting values



are added together to obtain a descriptor component 1310. Such multiplication and

addition process is illustrated in FIG. 10B for example. This process is then repeated

with each of the remaining plurality of sparse projection vectors to obtain a plurality of

descriptor components 1312. The plurality of descriptor components are then combined

to obtain a descriptor vector for the keypoint 1314.

[0095] Note that a descriptor element may be thought of as a weighted sum of a

sample point within the patch projected to a higher level of the scale-space for the

image. Consequently, the keypoint descriptor is a weighted combination of the subset of

sample points from the patch projected to different levels of the scale-space for the

image. Because a descriptor is based on keypoint and patch information, the descriptor

identifies one or more characteristics of the keypoint and/or its patch. Since sparse

projection vectors are used (e.g., where only a few elements of the projection vectors are

non-zero), the keypoint descriptor may be generated with fewer operations than the size

of the patch.

[0096] FIG. 14 illustrates a method for generating feature descriptors with fewer

operations than the dimensions of a patch that characterizes the feature. A keypoint

may be obtained for an image 1402. Such keypoint may obtained from a scale space

(e.g., Gaussian scale space) obtained for the image. The keypoint may be a local

minima or maxima at a particular image scale within a region of the image. A patch

may be defined surrounding the keypoint, the patch having a dimension of m pixels by n

pixels 1404. Predefined sparse projection vectors are also obtained 1406. For example,

the sparse projection vectors may be part of a sparse coefficient matrix and may be

constrained to the scales of a smoothening kernel for the image. The sparse projection

vectors are independent of the image. For example, the projection vectors may be

generated based on a training set of images that exclude the image. A descriptor for the

keypoint may then be generated based on at least one characteristic of the patch and at

least one sparse projection vector, where the descriptor is generated with fewer

operations than the m*n dimension of the patch 1408.

Exemplary Sparse PCA-SIFT Implementation

[0097] FIG. 15 illustrates various views for the same test image, from which the

accuracy of a descriptor generated using a spare PCA-SIFT algorithm may be tested.

These images 1502, 1506, and 1508 may be used to compare the sparse PCA-SIFT

algorithm disclosed herein to the SIFT and PCA-SIFT algorithms in terms of their



matching accuracy and computational complexity. The matching accuracy is evaluated

using recall-precision curves. These plots (FIG. 16) are obtained for two images of a

planar scene with a known homography between them. A descriptor x1 in a first image

is matched to a descriptor x2 in a second image, if x2 is the nearest neighbor of x1 in

feature space and the ratio of the distance to nearest neighbor and the distance to the

second nearest neighbor is below a threshold t . This ratio test is used to avoid matching

of non-distinctive descriptors. The recall rate for a specified threshold is given by the

ratio of the true matches to the number of all possible correspondences between the first

and second images, i.e. recall = #true matches / ^correspondences. Precision specifies

how precise the matching procedure is by calculating the ratio of true matches to total

number of matches, i.e. precision = #true matches / ^matches. As the threshold t is

varied, the recall-precision curves are obtained.

[0098] FIG. 16 illustrates an example of the matching accuracy of the descriptors

using SIFT, PCA-SIFT and Sparse PCA-SIFT, which are all obtained using the gradient

levels in and y directions. Hence, PCA-SIFT and sparse PCA-SIFT are using 2 x 39 x

39 normalized gradient patches. In this example, the standard deviation of the

smoothing kernel is selected as

[0099] To project a patch (obtained in a scale level I) to the sparse PCA subspace, the

coefficient is multiplied with the corresponding pixels at two scales up (scale level / +

2). As seen in the recall-precision curves, while PCA-SIFT performs very well for

image pair 1 - 2 (graph 1602), it performs poorly when the viewpoint change is larger

as it is in pair 1 - 3 (graph 1604). This is because PCA is sensitive to small registration

errors. Sparse PCA-SIFT solves this problem by representing the basis vectors using

Gaussian basis functions. Hence, it performs better than PCA-SIFT for image pair 1 - 3 .

Overall, sparse PCA-SIFT and SIFT are comparable, the former performing better when

the viewpoint change is small. The main advantage of sparse PCA-SIFT is its low

computational complexity, which consists of, on average, multiplications with a few

non-zero coefficients.

[00100] FIG. 17 is a table illustrating the comparative computational complexity of

SIFT, PCA-SIFT and Sparse PCA-SIFT algorithms. The complexity of descriptor

computation for SIFT and other histogram based approaches depends on the scale level

σ of the detected keypoint. In one example, SIFT opens a 12σ x 12σ patch around the

detected keypoint location, where σ is equal to the scale level within the octave of the



Gaussian scale-space for the image. This patch is pooled to a 4 x 4 cell, where an

orientation histogram quantized to 8 angles is obtained for each cell. Tri-linear

interpolation for each cell (weighted sums of 2 closest cells in the scale-space with 3σ ±

1.5σ = 6σ pixels width square in the image domain) results in 16 x 2 x (6σ)2

multiplication and addition operations. When the standard scaling σ = 1.6 this is equal to

2949 operations per descriptor and for the highest level within an octave σ = 3.2 it is

11796 operations per descriptor.

[00101] For PCA-SIFT the horizontal and vertical gradients of 39 x 39 pixels patches

may be used around the detected keypoints. PCA-SIFT projects the patches to a 50-

dimensional subspace by using all of the 2x392 = 3042-dimensions. Hence, it requires 50

x 3042 = 152100 multiplication and addition operations per patch to generate a

descriptor.

[00102] On the other hand, for Sparse PCA-SIFT limited the number of non-zero

elements of the coefficient vectors. The complexity of the PCA-SIFT algorithm is

proportional to average non-zero coefficients per projection vector s = {4, 5.63, 9.41}

that is used to project the patches to 200-dimensional subspace. This requires between 4

x 200 = 800 to 9.41 x 200 = 1882 multiplication and addition operations per patch.

Hence, the described Sparse PCA-SIFT algorithm performs much faster than histogram-

based descriptors such as SIFT and pixel-based descriptors such as PCA-SIFT.

Exemplary Image Matching Device

[00103] FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrating an example of an image matching

device the may generate keypoint descriptors using sparse projection vectors. The

image matching device 1800 may include a processing circuit 1802, coupled to a

communication interface 1804, an image capturing device 1806, and/or a storage device

1808. The communication interface 1804 may be adapted to communicate over a

wired/wireless network and receive images and/or feature descriptors for one or more

images. The image capturing device 1806 may be, for example, a digital camera that

can capture a query image. The processing circuit 1802 may include an image

processing circuit 1814 to extract features from images and an image matching circuit

1816 that uses the extracted features to match a query image to a database of target

images 1810 and/or query image descriptors to a descriptor database 1812. The

processing circuit may also include or implement a projection vector generation circuit

1813 that generates a sparse coefficient matrix 1809 of sparse projection vectors.



Examples of how the sparse projection vectors are generated and used are illustrated in

FIGS. 1, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13, and 14. The image matching device 1800 may implement

one or more features and/or methods described in those figures.

[00104] According to one exemplary implementation, an image matching application

attempts to match a query image to one or more images in an image database. The

image database may include millions of feature descriptors associated with the one or

more images stored in the database 1810.

[00105] The image processing circuit 1814 may include a feature identifying circuit

1820 that includes a Gaussian scale space generator 1822, a feature detector 1824, an

image scaling circuit 1826, and/or a feature descriptor extractor 1830. The Gaussian

scale space generator 1822 may serve to convolve an image with a blurring function to

generate a plurality of different scale spaces as illustrated, for example, in FIG. 2 . The

feature detector 1824 may then identify one or more keypoints in the different scale

spaces for the image (e.g., by using local maxima and minima as illustrated in FIG. 3).

The image scaling circuit 1826 may serve to approximate the scale of an image in order

to select an appropriate kernel size at which to perform feature detection and/or

clustering. The feature descriptor generator 1830 generates a descriptor for each

keypoint and/or its surrounding patch by using the sparse projection vectors stored in

the sparse coefficient matrix 1809.

[00106] Note that, in some implementations, a set of feature descriptors associated with

keypoints for a query image may be received by the image matching device. In this

situation, the query image has already been processed (to obtain the descriptors).

Therefore, the image processing circuit 1814 may be bypassed or removed from the

image matching device 1800.

Exemplary Mobile Device

[00107] FIG. 19 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary mobile device adapted to

perform image processing for purposes of image or object recognition. The mobile

device 2200 may include a processing circuit 1902 coupled to an image capture device

1904, a communication interface 1910 and a storage device 1908. The image capture

device 1904 (e.g., digital camera) may be adapted to capture a query image 1906 of

interest and provides it to the processing circuit 1902. The storage device 1908 may

include a sparse coefficient matrix 1913 defining a plurality of sparse projection vectors.



The sparse coefficient matrix 1913 may be pre-generated (either on the mobile device or

at a different device) based on a set of training images.

[00108] The processing circuit 1902 may be adapted to process the captured image to

generate feature descriptors that can be subsequently transmitted or used for

image/object recognition. For example, the processing circuit 1902 may include or

implement a feature identifying circuit 1920 that includes a Gaussian scale space

generator 1922, a feature detector 1924, an image scaling circuit 1926, and/or a feature

descriptor extractor 1930. The Gaussian scale space generator 1922 may serve to

convolve an image with a blurring function to generate a plurality of different scale

spaces as illustrated, for example, in FIG. 2 . The feature detector 1924 may then

identify one or more keypoints in the different scale spaces for the image (e.g., by using

local maxima and minima as illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 6A). The image scaling circuit

1926 may serve to approximate the scale of an image in order to select an appropriate

kernel size at which to perform feature detection and/or clustering. The feature

descriptor generator 1930 generates a descriptor for each keypoint and/or its

surrounding patch (e.g., illustrated in FIGS. 6B and 10) by using projection vectors

from the sparse coefficient matrix 1913. Examples of how the sparse projection vectors

are generated and used to generate keypoint descriptors are illustrated in FIGS. 1, 6, 7,

8, 10, 12, 13, and 14. The mobile device 1900 may implement one or more features

and/or methods described in those figures.

[00109] The processing circuit 1902 may then store the one or more feature descriptors

in the storage device 1908 and/or may also transmit the feature descriptors over the

communication interface 1910 (e.g., a wireless communication interface, transceiver, or

circuit) through a communication network 1912 to an image matching server that uses

the feature descriptors to identify an image or object therein. That is, the image

matching server may compare the feature descriptors to its own database of feature

descriptors to determine if any image in its database has the same feature(s).

[00110] One or more of the components, steps, features and/or functions illustrated in

the figures may be rearranged and/or combined into a single component, step, feature or

function or embodied in several components, steps, or functions. Additional elements,

components, steps, and/or functions may also be added without departing from novel

features disclosed herein. The apparatus, devices, and/or components illustrated in a

figure may be configured to perform one or more of the methods, features, or steps



described in another figure. The algorithms described herein may also be efficiently

implemented in software and/or embedded in hardware.

[00111] Also, it is noted that the embodiments may be described as a process that is

depicted as a flowchart, a flow diagram, a structure diagram, or a block diagram.

Although a flowchart may describe the operations as a sequential process, many of the

operations can be performed in parallel or concurrently. In addition, the order of the

operations may be re-arranged. A process is terminated when its operations are

completed. A process may correspond to a method, a function, a procedure, a

subroutine, a subprogram, etc. When a process corresponds to a function, its

termination corresponds to a return of the function to the calling function or the main

function.

[00112] Moreover, a storage medium may represent one or more devices for storing

data, including read-only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), magnetic

disk storage mediums, optical storage mediums, flash memory devices and/or other

machine-readable mediums, processor-readable mediums, and/or computer-readable

mediums for storing information. The terms "machine-readable medium", "computer-

readable medium", and/or "processor-readable medium" may include, but are not

limited to non-transitory mediums such as portable or fixed storage devices, optical

storage devices, and various other mediums capable of storing, containing or carrying

instruction(s) and/or data. Thus, the various methods described herein may be fully or

partially implemented by instructions and/or data that may be stored in a "machine-

readable medium", "computer-readable medium", and/or "processor-readable medium"

and executed by one or more processors, machines and/or devices.

[00113] Furthermore, embodiments may be implemented by hardware, software,

firmware, middleware, microcode, or any combination thereof. When implemented in

software, firmware, middleware or microcode, the program code or code segments to

perform the necessary tasks may be stored in a machine-readable medium such as a

storage medium or other storage(s). A processor may perform the necessary tasks. A

code segment may represent a procedure, a function, a subprogram, a program, a

routine, a subroutine, a module, a software package, a class, or any combination of

instructions, data structures, or program statements. A code segment may be coupled to

another code segment or a hardware circuit by passing and/or receiving information,

data, arguments, parameters, or memory contents. Information, arguments, parameters,



data, etc. may be passed, forwarded, or transmitted via any suitable means including

memory sharing, message passing, token passing, network transmission, etc.

[00114] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, circuits, elements, and/or

components described in connection with the examples disclosed herein may be

implemented or performed with a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor

(DSP), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate

array (FPGA) or other programmable logic component, discrete gate or transistor logic,

discrete hardware components, or any combination thereof designed to perform the

functions described herein. A general purpose processor may be a microprocessor, but

in the alternative, the processor may be any conventional processor, controller,

microcontroller, or state machine. A processor may also be implemented as a

combination of computing components, e.g., a combination of a DSP and a

microprocessor, a number of microprocessors, one or more microprocessors in

conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such configuration.

[00115] The methods or algorithms described in connection with the examples

disclosed herein may be embodied directly in hardware, in a software module

executable by a processor, or in a combination of both, in the form of processing unit,

programming instructions, or other directions, and may be contained in a single device

or distributed across multiple devices. A software module may reside in RAM memory,

flash memory, ROM memory, EPROM memory, EEPROM memory, registers, hard

disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any other form of storage medium known in the

art. A storage medium may be coupled to the processor such that the processor can read

information from, and write information to, the storage medium. In the alternative, the

storage medium may be integral to the processor.

[00116] Those of skill in the art would further appreciate that the various illustrative

logical blocks, modules, circuits, and algorithm steps described in connection with the

embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented as electronic hardware, computer

software, or combinations of both. To clearly illustrate this interchangeability of

hardware and software, various illustrative components, blocks, modules, circuits, and

steps have been described above generally in terms of their functionality. Whether such

functionality is implemented as hardware or software depends upon the particular

application and design constraints imposed on the overall system.

[00117] The various features of the invention described herein can be implemented in

different systems without departing from the invention. It should be noted that the



foregoing embodiments are merely examples and are not to be construed as limiting the

invention. The description of the embodiments is intended to be illustrative, and not to

limit the scope of the claims. As such, the present teachings can be readily applied to

other types of apparatuses and many alternatives, modifications, and variations will be

apparent to those skilled in the art.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for generating a feature descriptor, comprising:

obtaining a set of pre-generated sparse projection vectors;

obtaining a scale space for an image, the scale space having a plurality scale

levels; and

generating a descriptor for a keypoint in the scale space based on a combination

of the sparse projection vectors and sparsely sampled pixel information for a plurality of

pixels across the plurality of scale levels.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the sparse projection vectors are generated

independent of the image.

3 . The method of claim 1, where each sparse projection vector is constrained to

scales of a smoothening kernel for the image.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein each of the sparse projection vectors maximize

or minimize an objective function.

5 . The method of claim 4, wherein the objective function is maximization of an

autocorrelation matrix for pixel information across a plurality of scale levels for a

training set of images.

6 . The method of claim 1, wherein a sparse projection vector includes a majority of

zero elements and a plurality of non-zero elements.

7 . The method of claim 6, wherein the non-zero elements are obtained by a

variance maximization procedure.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the pixel information includes gradient

information for each pixel within a patch associated the keypoint.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of pixels are associated with a

patch for the keypoint.



10. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of pixels are selected at pre

determined locations corresponding to non-zero coefficients for the sparse projection

vectors.

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

obtaining a keypoint from the scale space for the image; and

obtaining a patch for the keypoint, where the patch includes the plurality of

pixels.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the plurality of sparse projection vectors define

a set of non-zero scaling coefficients, each non-zero scaling coefficient being associated

with a corresponding pixel location within the patch.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the descriptor is generated by combining a

plurality of descriptor components, each descriptor component generated by:

identifying pixel locations based on the non-zero scaling coefficient locations for

a first sparse projection vector;

multiplying a value of the pixel location from the patch with the corresponding

non-zero scaling coefficient for the first sparse projection vector and add the resulting

values together to obtain a first descriptor component.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

obtaining additional descriptor components for the remaining plurality of sparse

projection vectors to obtain a additional descriptor components, wherein the first

descriptor component and additional descriptor components are combined as a vector to

obtain the keypoint descriptor.

15. The method of claim 9, wherein the patch has a dimension of m pixels by n

pixels, and the keypoint descriptor is generated with fewer operations than the m*n

dimension of the patch.

16. A device, comprising:

a storage device storing for storing a set of pre-generated sparse projection

vectors; and



a processing circuit coupled to the storage device, the processing circuit adapted

to:

obtain a scale space for an image, the scale space having a plurality scale levels;

and

generate a descriptor for a keypoint in the scale space based on a combination of

the sparse projection vectors and sparsely sampled pixel information for a

plurality of pixels across the plurality of scale levels.

17. The device of claim 16, wherein the sparse projection vectors are generated

independent of the image.

18. The device of claim 16, where each sparse projection vector is constrained to

scales of a smoothening kernel for the image.

19. The device of claim 16, wherein each of the sparse projection vectors maximize

or minimize an objective function.

20. The device of claim 19, wherein the objective function is maximization of an

autocorrelation matrix for pixel information across a plurality of scale levels for a

training set of images.

2 1. The device of claim 16, wherein a sparse projection vector includes a majority of

zero elements and a plurality of non-zero elements.

22. The device of claim 21, wherein the non-zero elements are obtained by a

variance maximization procedure.

23. The device of claim 16, wherein the pixel information includes gradient

information for each pixel within a patch associated the keypoint.

24. The device of claim 16, wherein the plurality of pixels are associated with a

patch for the keypoint.



25. The device of claim 16, wherein the plurality of pixels are selected at pre

determined locations corresponding to non-zero coefficients for the sparse projection

vectors.

26. The device of claim 16, wherein the processing circuit is further adapted to:

obtain a keypoint from the scale space for the image; and

obtain a patch for the keypoint, where the patch includes the plurality of pixels.

27. The device of claim 26, wherein the plurality of sparse projection vectors define

a set of non-zero scaling coefficients, each non-zero scaling coefficient being associated

with a corresponding pixel location within the patch.

28. The device of claim 27, wherein the descriptor is generated by combining a

plurality of descriptor components, each descriptor component generated by:

identifying pixel locations based on the non-zero scaling coefficient locations for

a first sparse projection vector;

multiplying a value of the pixel location from the patch with the corresponding

non-zero scaling coefficient for the first sparse projection vector and add the resulting

values together to obtain a first descriptor component.

29. The device of claim 28, wherein the processing circuit is further adapted to:

obtain additional descriptor components for the remaining plurality of sparse

projection vectors to obtain a additional descriptor components, wherein the first

descriptor component and additional descriptor components are combined as a vector to

obtain the keypoint descriptor.

30. The device of claim 24, wherein the patch has a dimension of m pixels by n

pixels, and the keypoint descriptor is generated with fewer operations than the m*n

dimension of the patch.

31. A device, comprising:

means for obtaining a set of pre-generated sparse projection vectors;

means for obtaining a scale space for an image, the scale space having a plurality

scale levels; and



means for generating a descriptor for a keypoint in the scale space based on a

combination of the sparse projection vectors and sparsely sampled pixel information for

a plurality of pixels across the plurality of scale levels.

32. The device of claim 31, wherein the sparse projection vectors are generated

independent of the image.

33 . The device of claim 31, where each sparse projection vector is constrained to

scales of a smoothening kernel for the image.

34. The device of claim 31, wherein each of the sparse projection vectors maximize

or minimize an objective function.

35. The device of claim 34, wherein the objective function is maximization of an

autocorrelation matrix for pixel information across a plurality of scale levels for a

training set of images.

36. The device of claim 31, wherein a sparse projection vector includes a majority of

zero elements and a plurality of non-zero elements.

37. The device of claim 36, wherein the non-zero elements are obtained by a

variance maximization procedure.

38. The device of claim 31, wherein the pixel information includes gradient

information for each pixel within a patch associated the keypoint.

39. The device of claim 31, wherein the plurality of pixels are associated with a

patch for the keypoint.

40. The device of claim 31, wherein the plurality of pixels are selected at pre

determined locations corresponding to non-zero coefficients for the sparse projection

vectors.

4 1. The device of claim 31, further comprising:



means for obtaining a keypoint from the scale space for the image; and

means for obtaining a patch for the keypoint, where the patch includes the

plurality of pixels.

42. The device of claim 41, wherein the plurality of sparse projection vectors define

a set of non-zero scaling coefficients, each non-zero scaling coefficient being associated

with a corresponding pixel location within the patch.

43. The device of claim 42, wherein the descriptor is generated by combining a

plurality of descriptor components, each descriptor component generated by:

means for identifying pixel locations based on the non-zero scaling coefficient

locations for a first sparse projection vector;

means for multiplying a value of the pixel location from the patch with the

corresponding non-zero scaling coefficient for the first sparse projection vector and add

the resulting values together to obtain a first descriptor component.

44. The device of claim 43, further comprising:

means for obtaining additional descriptor components for the remaining plurality

of sparse projection vectors to obtain a additional descriptor components, wherein the

first descriptor component and additional descriptor components are combined as a

vector to obtain the keypoint descriptor.

45. The device of claim 39, wherein the patch has a dimension of m pixels by n

pixels, and the keypoint descriptor is generated with fewer operations than the m*n

dimension of the patch.

46. A processor-readable medium comprising one or more instructions operational

on a device, which when executed by a processing circuit, causes the processing circuit

to:

obtain a set of pre-generated sparse projection vectors;

obtain a scale space for an image, the scale space having a plurality scale levels;

and



generate a descriptor for a keypoint in the scale space based on a combination of

the sparse projection vectors and sparsely sampled pixel information for a plurality of

pixels across the plurality of scale levels.

47. The processor-readable medium of claim 46, wherein the sparse projection

vectors are generated independent of the image.

48. The processor-readable medium of claim 46, where each sparse projection

vector is constrained to scales of a smoothening kernel for the image.

49. The processor-readable medium of claim 46, wherein each of the sparse

projection vectors maximize or minimize an objective function.

50. The processor-readable medium of claim 49, wherein the objective function is

maximization of an autocorrelation matrix for pixel information across a plurality of

scale levels for a training set of images.

51. The processor-readable medium of claim 46, wherein a sparse projection vector

includes a majority of zero elements and a plurality of non-zero elements.

52. The processor-readable medium of claim 51, wherein the non-zero elements are

obtained by a variance maximization procedure.

53. The processor-readable medium of claim 46, wherein the pixel information

includes gradient information for each pixel within a patch associated the keypoint.

54. The processor-readable medium of claim 46, wherein the plurality of pixels are

associated with a patch for the keypoint.

55. The processor-readable medium of claim 46, wherein the plurality of pixels are

selected at pre-determined locations corresponding to non-zero coefficients for the

sparse projection vectors.



56. The processor-readable medium of claim 46, further comprising one or more

instructions which when executed by the processing circuit, causes the processing

circuit to:

obtain a keypoint from the scale space for the image; and

obtain a patch for the keypoint, where the patch includes the plurality of pixels.

57. The processor-readable medium of claim 46, wherein the plurality of sparse

projection vectors define a set of non-zero scaling coefficients, each non-zero scaling

coefficient being associated with a corresponding pixel location within the patch.

58. The processor-readable medium of claim 57, wherein the descriptor is generated

by combining a plurality of descriptor components, each descriptor component

generated by:

identifying pixel locations based on the non-zero scaling coefficient locations for

a first sparse projection vector;

multiplying a value of the pixel location from the patch with the corresponding

non-zero scaling coefficient for the first sparse projection vector and add the resulting

values together to obtain a first descriptor component.

59. The processor-readable medium of claim 58, further comprising one or more

instructions which when executed by the processing circuit, causes the processing

circuit to:

obtain additional descriptor components for the remaining plurality of sparse

projection vectors to obtain a additional descriptor components, wherein the first

descriptor component and additional descriptor components are combined as a vector to

obtain the keypoint descriptor.

60. The processor-readable medium of claim 54, wherein the patch has a dimension

of m pixels by n pixels, and the keypoint descriptor is generated with fewer operations

than the m*n dimension of the patch.
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